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Abstract 

 

Sentence Repetition as a Tool to Measure Grammatical Progress in 
English-dominant Bilingual Children with Language and/or Reading 

Impairment 

 

 

 

 

Beata Korytkowski Longo, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Lisa Bedore 

 

In this thesis four children, between the ages of 6 and 7, identified as at risk for 

language or reading impairment, participated in a bilingual intervention. The bilingual 

literacy intervention included a grammatical component that incorporated past tense verb, 

noun phrase, and prepositional phrase instruction. The children completed a sentence 

repetition test (SRT), which allowed examiners to measure grammatical progress over the 

coarse of the intervention. Overall SRT results showed that moderate grammatical gains 

were made during the intervention. The study also provided data on the sensitivity of 

SRT in targeted grammatical areas. The results showed that the past tense verb and noun 

phrase portions of the SRT had low sensitivity to progress. These findings suggest that 

clinicians can use SRT to measure overall progress; however, supplemental tasks should 
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be used to evaluate past tense verb and noun phrase abilities in English-dominant 

bilingual children with language or reading impairment.  
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Introduction 

Bilingual Enrollment and Achievement 

The percentage of English language learners (ELLs) enrolling in schools has 

increased significantly in the past decade. According to the National Clearing House for 

English Language Acquisition (2011), 10.7% of students enrolled in public schools 

during the 2007-2008 school years were ELLs, 76% of which were Spanish speakers. 

Increasing enrollment is one factor causing poor ELL performance in schools because it 

is difficult to accommodate the increasing numbers. An indication of this is that only 

18.7% of ELLs scored above the state norm in reading comprehension based on results 

from 41 states (August & Shanahan, 2006). Societal and school attitudes, expectations, 

and goals also impact the academic performance of bilingual students (Freeman & 

Freeman, 2001). In order to succeed, ELL students must receive effective second 

language instruction from educators that understand the factors influencing second 

language acquisition. 

Bilingual Language Instruction Methods 

While the number of ELLs is increasing, a majority of these children are born in 

the United States and speak English. A survey conducted by the US Census Bureau 

between 2005 and 2009 indicated that 73.6% of children, 5 to 17 years-old, who spoke 

Spanish at home also spoke English “very well”. Since students are using English and 

Spanish, both languages should be utilized in school instruction. Second language 

learners reported using their first language to help them understand and process the 
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second language. When utilizing both languages in instruction, academic concepts have 

been shown to transfer between languages (Samway & McKeon, 2007). Effective 

methods for bilingual instruction have been evaluated for typically developing children 

(Mathes, Pollard-Durodola, Cárdenas-Hagan, Linan-Thompson, & Vaughn, 2007); 

however, little is know about the best intervention for bilingual children with language or 

reading impairments. 

Identifying and Treating Bilinguals with Language or Reading Impairments 

The methods used to identify children with language impairment can provide 

clues for developing an appropriate intervention. Language impairment (LI) is defined as 

the presence of an expressive and/or receptive language delay when compared with age-

level peers with similar language exposure (Bedore & Peña, 2008). While monolinguals 

and bilinguals with LI demonstrate a general similarity in language acquisition, there are 

some observable differences in acquisition patterns that make identification of LI 

difficult. Typically, ELLs are under or over represented in speech-language pathologist 

caseloads because children are either overlooked as they develop their second language 

or they receive services that are not needed (Samway & McKeon, 2007; Bedore & Peña, 

2008). For this reason, research up until now has primarily focused on the development 

of assessment tools that account for language acquisition differences. According to 

Bedore and Peña (2008) the best assessment tools consider differences in grammatical 

production, vocabulary use, and narrative components in both languages. This provides a 

guideline for determining which areas to target during intervention. 
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Current bilingual interventions target vocabulary and narrative components but do 

not include grammatical components. Spanish-English bilingual literacy intervention 

studies showed improvements in multiple literacy measures including phonological 

awareness, word reading, fluency, reading comprehension, spelling, etc. (Linan-

Thompson, Vaughn, Prater, & Cirino, 2006; Vaughn et al., 2006, Vaughn et al., 2009). 

However, these studies did not incorporate grammatical components in their literacy 

intervention nor did they measure grammatical gains. Fey, Long, and Finestack (2003) 

explain that while there is no evidence that grammar intervention alone reduces literacy 

problems, incorporating grammar elements with other interventions is beneficial when 

taught in meaningful contexts. Further research is needed to determine the effectiveness 

of the inclusion of a grammatical component on grammatical outcomes of ELLs with LI. 

The use of grammar in monolinguals with LI is an area of weakness compared to 

typically developing children. In English, monolinguals with LI omit grammatical forms 

including articles, copulas, auxiliaries, and regular tense inflections (Fey et al., 2003). 

Based on the few studies available, it appears that ELLs with LI have different areas of 

weakness compared to monolingual peers. In a case study, Restrepo and Kruth (2001) 

found that a 7-year-old Spanish speaking child with specific language impairment (SLI) 

produced few verb types, prepositions, and pronouns in her sentences compared to an age 

matched ELLs with normal language development. These grammatical areas would be 

beneficial to target and measure during a bilingual literacy intervention.  

Documenting change in performance throughout intervention can determine the 

effectiveness of adding a grammatical component. A good tool for measuring change 
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needs to be sensitive to growth in the areas being targeted. Norm-referenced tests, such as 

the Test of Narrative Language (TNL; Gillam & Pearson, 2004), are defined by their 

ability to maintain stability over multiple testing periods. Therefore, they are not good 

tools for measuring growth over the course of an intervention (Petersen & Gillam, 2008). 

Criterion-referenced tests, such as The Strong Narrative Assessment Procedure (SNAP; 

Strong, 1998), are better tools for measuring progress because spontaneous language 

samples provide descriptive information about narrative and grammar skills. While 

criterion-referenced narrative assessments provide valuable information about mean 

length of utterance, syntactic complexity, and utterance grammaticality, they are difficult 

to elicit. SNAP requires that stories be similar in length and grammatical complexity in 

order to elicit comparable narratives at different points in the intervention. Currently, 

SNAP provides three stories that elicit similar narrative samples, which can be 

problematic when growth needs to be measured over more than three periods. 

Additionally, narrative responses require more effort from the examinee and can vary 

depending on environmental factors (Petersen & Gillam, 2008). Scoring is also difficult 

and can vary among examiners. A sensitive tool that can elicit responses is needed in 

order to document change in grammaticality over the course of intervention. 

Sentence Repetition as a Method to Measure Progress 

Sentence repetition is a potentially useful tool to assess progress during 

intervention because it can include markers of language impairment, and is easy to elicit 

and score. Research indicates that the way a child repeats a sentence, provides clues 

about his or her processing of a sentence. Processing seems to occur at the linguistic or 
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working memory level for word retrieval. Research suggests that long term memory is 

also accessed when certain words are not readily available in the working memory 

(Conti-Ramsden, Botting, & Faragher, 2001). Errors in word retrieval are indicative of a 

delay or deficit in language processing. 

Sentence repetition has been used as a tool to assess language deficits in 

monolingual children (Stokes, Wong, Fletcher & Leonard, 2006). For example, The 

Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF) (Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 1994) is 

a widely used screening battery that includes a recalling sentences subtest. Conti-

Ramsden et al. (2001) explored the use of the CELF recalling sentences subtest in 

addition to a past tense marking task, a third person singular task, and a children’s test of 

nonword repetition task. This study compared 160 monolingual children with SLI to 100 

typically developing children matched in age (approximately 11-years-old) at 3 different 

cutoff points for each marker task (below 16th, 10th, and 2.5th percentile). The results 

showed that sentence repetition was the most accurate task at predicting SLI at the 16th 

percentile cutoff. In a similar study with 44 Cantonese monolingual children, Stokes et al. 

(2006) found that sentence repetition could discriminate between those with language 

deficits (14 children) and their typically developing age matched peers (5 children). SRT 

appears to accurately identify monolingual children with language deficits. 

In addition to assessment, sentence repetition has also been used as a tool for 

identifying linguistic markers (e.g. past tense) in monolingual children with and without 

language impairment. Conti-Ramsden et al. (2001) found a correlation between scores on 

sentence repetition and past tense marking tasks, which indicates that sentence repetition 
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can predict a child’s verb tense knowledge. Devescovi and Caselli (2007) looked at 100 

typically developing, Italian speaking children (2-4 years-old) and found that SRT was a 

good measure of developmental linguistic markers specific to the Italian language.  

Sentence repetition is a good tool to measure potential growth during intervention 

because it provides similar data on grammar usage compared to spontaneous language 

samples (Devescovi & Caselli, 2007). A benefit to using sentence repetition compared to 

spontaneous language sample assessment is that it is easier to score and the desired target 

can be easily elicited (Conti-Ramsden et al., 2001). Therefore, in the present thesis, 

sentence repetition was used to measure progress of linguistic markers during a 

grammatical component of a bilingual literacy intervention. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to use a sentence repetition test (SRT) to better 

understand how the inclusion of a grammatical component in a bilingual intervention will 

aid in the acquisition of absent grammatical forms and improve inconsistent grammatical 

forms in the English language. There is a need to evaluate culturally and linguistically 

diverse children with language and/or reading deficits in order to understand the 

grammatical areas that should be incorporated in a bilingual intervention. 
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Methods 

Participants 

The participants in this study were selected from a larger language and literacy 

intervention (LLI) study of 23 bilingual first grade students from school districts in 

Texas. Of the 23 children participating in the LLI study, 4 received English, core-reading 

instruction at school. The English dominant ELLs were analyzed for the purpose of this 

study and were between the ages of 6;2 and 7;0 (mean = 6;8).  

Classification of Children as at Risk for Language or Reading Disability. 

Sixty children were initially screened for language impairment using the Bilingual 

English Spanish Oral Screener (BESOS), the letter naming items from the Woodcock 

Language Proficiency Battery-Revised (WLPB-R), and five word-reading items in both 

Spanish and English. Children qualified for the intervention study if their scores were 

below the 30th percentile on the BESOS composite or below the 25th percentile on the 

WLPB-R and word reading items. Parents were interviewed using the Home Language 

Exposure Questionnaire, adapted from interview questions developed by Gutierrez-

Clellen and Kreiter (2003), to determine the child’s English and Spanish language input 

and output. Parents were asked for the child’s history of exposure to both languages as 

well as current exposure in a typical day. Children were required to have at least 20% 

exposure to both English and Spanish in order to be classified as bilingual and participate 

in the intervention. 

Language and Literacy Intervention Procedures 

LLI expands on the Proactive/Proactiva, reading intervention which incorporates 

six to ten fast-paced activities based on beginning reading components including 
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phonological awareness, phonics, word identification, fluency, vocabulary development, 

and comprehension in English and Spanish. The Proactive/Proactiva intervention 

typically lasts 45-50 minutes with 35 minutes for reading and 10 minutes for vocabulary 

and oral language (Vaughn Gross Center for Reading and Language Arts). It was created 

for first grade students who had difficulty with English language learning in general 

education classrooms. The Proactive/Proactiva curriculum was delivered in small groups 

to allow for participation from all students. According to Mathes et al. (2007), ELLs at 

risk for reading difficulties benefited from the Proactive/Proactiva intervention and 

results showed positive effects on reading achievement. LLI was modeled after the 

successes of the Proactive/Proactiva intervention but incorporated the needs of ELLs with 

language impairment. 

LLI simulated the Proactive/Proactiva intervention by providing fast-paced, small 

group treatment. The children attended intervention 3 times a week for 24 sessions (8 

weeks). Each child received therapy in groups of one to three, during 40-50 minute 

sessions.  Bilingual speech-language pathologists with ASHA certifications administered 

the LLI curriculum. LLI used a themed approach by presenting narrative and expository 

texts with common themes such as “Families and Communities”. Each session was 

structured around a six component format incorporating all or part of the selected text.  

The sessions included the following components: 

1. Introduce the theme and preview vocabulary. 

2. Walk through and discuss the text. 

3. Read a passage from the text out loud. 

4. Reread and discuss vocabulary that is presented in the text. 

5. Reread and discuss grammar components presented in the text and produce 

narratives using grammatical components. 
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6. Review and summarize text and learned components. 

In order to reflect the needs of children at risk for LI, component modifications 

were made to the Proactive/Proactiva intervention. LLI included an increase in time on 

the oral language component from 10 to 25 minutes and a decrease in reading instruction 

from 35 to 15 minutes.   

The language component included work on receptive vocabulary, lexical-

semantic relations, listening comprehension, grammatical comprehension, and 

grammatical production. Grammatical comprehension and production components were 

added due to weaknesses that exist in children with LI. Specific grammar targets for the 

intervention were selected based on ELLs literacy needs and elements that were 

necessary in comprehending and retelling the texts. The grammar targets included use of 

past tense, elaborated noun phrases, and prepositional phrases. For each text, one or two 

of the components were targeted using direct teaching strategies (e.g. cloze tasks) and 

narrative retell. This study focused on the effects of incorporating a grammatical 

component within a literacy intervention on grammatical outcomes during LLI (in 

English). 

Analysis Procedures 

The effects of the grammatical component on grammatical progress were 

investigated by administering SRT. The English dominant children with LI were given 

randomly selected SRT probes in English once a week for five minutes after intervention. 

Linguistic markers that are known to be challenging for school-age ELLs with language 

or reading impairments were targeted. The SRT probes consisted of three 

morphosyntactic elements that were explicitly taught during the intervention (past tense 

verbs, elaborated noun phrases, and prepositional phrases). Regular and irregular past 
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tense verbs were chosen by selecting verbs used by bilingual first graders during 

narrative samples gathered in phase 3 of BESA. Those verbs that were listed on the 

Austin Independent School District first grade list (AISD, 2007) or the Harris-Jacobson 

Core List (Harris & Jacobson, 1972) were included in the SRT probes. Verb frequency 

counts were analyzed based on spoken words in the Corpus of Contemporary American 

English (Davies, 2010) in order to incorporate a balance of high and low frequency verbs. 

Elaborated noun and prepositional phrases were determined by scanning texts selected 

for LLI. The selected phrases were modeled after phrases read during the intervention but 

contained different content. Sentences were balanced in length and complexity. They 

were randomly ordered to ensure that the curriculum did not directly influence 

grammatical outcomes. Instead, the probes provided a general picture of grammatical 

gains. Children’s responses were scored based on errors that were made on past tense 

verbs, elaborated noun phrases, and prepositional phrases for a maximum score of three. 
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Results 

The purpose of this thesis was to determine grammatical progress of English 

dominant Spanish-English bilingual children (EDC) using SRT. SRT was used to assess 

grammatical forms taught during LLI. Linear trends were used to analyze participant and 

group averages during each week of intervention. Additionally, the three morphosyntactic 

elements were analyzed in order to understand progress in specific grammatical areas 

targeted during LLI. 

 SRT data was collected from each participant once a week for five minutes before 

intervention. The children received a minimum of 0 points and a maximum of 3 points 

depending on the accuracy of past tense verb, noun phrase, and prepositional phrase 

repetition. Each morphosyntactic target was worth one point. Some sentences included 

two morphosyntactic targets of the same category (e.g. two noun phrases); therefore, each 

correct repetition received half of a point. The children received 5 to 7 sentence probes 

during each week of intervention over an eight week period. Since the number of 

sentence probes administered per week varied, a weekly average was calculated for each 

participant. Additionally, group performance was analyzed by averaging the weekly 

averages of each participant. This analysis was repeated for the overall SRT score and 

each morphosyntactic target and results were represented as linear trends in the figures 

below. 

SRT Analysis  

Figure 1 shows the individual and group results of the average SRT scores during 

each week of LLI. On the overall SRT, EDC 1, 2, and 3 showed modest improvements, 

while EDC 4 showed a slight decrease in performance. Therefore, 75% of the children 

made progress during the intervention according to SRT participant averages.  
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The group average trend results showed a modest improvement on SRT over the 

period of intervention. The most common errors on SRT included omission of the 

preposition in the prepositional phrase, simplification of the noun phrase, substitution of 

the preposition with other prepositions, and substitution of the verb with other verbs.  
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Figure 1. LLI EDC and group average trend for SRT by week 

Past Tense Verb Analysis 

Figure 2 presents the individual and group trend results of the average past tense 

verb scores for each week of LLI. Based on linear trends, EDC 2 and 4 showed overall 

improvements on past tense verb repetition tasks. The linear trend for EDC 1 and 3 

showed a decrease in performance throughout the intervention. The past tense verb 

portion of the SRT showed an overall flat trend at approximately 70% accuracy. 

Participant errors included verb substitutions (e.g. “the drinking glass fell on the floor” 
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instead of “the drinking glass broke on the floor”) and the use of present tense in place of 

irregular past tense forms (e.g. “The children swing on the squeaky swings in the park” 

instead of “The children swung on the squeaky swings in the park”). 
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Figure 2. LLI EDC and group average trend for past tense verb by week 

Noun Phrase Analysis 

Figure 3 presents the individual and group results of the average noun phrase 

scores for each week of LLI. EDC 1 and 2 performed at approximately 60% accuracy and 

improved significantly. EDC 3 and 4 showed a flat trend across the intervention period. 

The trend for all children was an increase in accuracy over time. Common errors included 

simplification of the noun phrase (e.g. “The birds in the sky were very colorful 

creatures”) and substitution of the noun phrase (e.g. “Juan asked the class for a pencil 

sharpener” instead of “Juan asked his friends for a pencil sharpener”). 
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Figure 3. LLI EDC and group average trend for noun phrase by week 

Prepositional Phrase Analysis 

Figure 4 shows the individual and group results of the average prepositional 

phrase scores for each week of LLI. EDC 1, 2, and 3 showed significant improvements in 

prepositional phrase repletion throughout the intervention period. EDC 4 started with a 

high average accuracy and decreased in accuracy over time. Overall, the group showed 

improvements in prepositional phrase repetition during the intervention. The most 

common errors included omission of the preposition in the prepositional phrase (e.g. 

“They wanted to live in a house of their own”) and substitution of the preposition with 

another preposition (e.g. “Soccer practice was at the park by school” instead of “Soccer 

practice was at the park next to school”). 
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Figure 4. LLI EDC and group average trend for prepositional phrase by week 

Participant Progress Summary 

Each participant showed progress in at least one area throughout the intervention. 

One participant (EDC 2) showed improvements in all morphosyntactic areas taught 

during the intervention. EDC 1 made progress on prepositional and noun phrase 

repetition. EDC 3 made improvements on prepositional phrase repetition and EDC 4 

made progress on the past tense verb portion of the SRT. In each of the morphosyntactic 

areas, at least two children (50%) made progress.  
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Discussion 

The primary purpose of the present thesis was to measure the impact of LLI on 

grammatical progress using SRT. Previous findings support the use of SRT to measure 

linguistic markers in monolingual children, but its effectiveness in measuring bilingual 

children has not been examined by researchers. Therefore, the secondary purpose of this 

thesis was to investigate the use of SRT to measure progress in bilingual children by 

monitoring linguistic markers. While the individual SRT trend results varied, group trend 

results showed consistent progress throughout the bilingual intervention (Figure 1). 

Prepositional phrase and noun phrase accuracies increased during the intervention, while 

past tense verb trend results were flat (Figures 2,3, & 4). Detailed results are discussed 

below. 

Sentence Repetition Test 

Linear trend results showed an overall increase in SRT accuracy, which implies 

that children made progress in grammaticality. LLI appears to be an effective method of 

intervention for English-dominant bilingual children based on the group results of 4 

children. Further studies that include more participants are needed in order to confirm 

these preliminary results. 

Past Tense Verbs 

According to previous study findings, SRT can predict a child’s verb tense 

knowledge (Conti-Ramsden et al., 2001). While 50% of the children in the present thesis 

showed progress on past tense verb knowledge, the group trend results implied that 

progress was not made throughout the intervention. The use of irregular past tense verbs 
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seemed to be an area of weakness for most children throughout the intervention. It is 

possible that the intervention did not successfully incorporate this target.  

Another explanation could be that the past tense verb portion of the SRT was not 

sensitive enough to measure grammatical progress. The children made frequent verb 

substitution errors. It is possible that verb substitution errors were related to vocabulary 

deficits rather than past tense verb accuracy. Most errors occurred when children 

substituted the low frequency verbs with high frequency verbs, while maintaining the 

correct verb tense. For example, multiple children used “fell” instead of “broke” in one 

sentence probe. This indicates that children were able to use past tense grammatical 

markers but did not have access to the specific verb in their memory. In this case, SRT 

scoring seems flawed because points are not awarded for correct past tense usage. Fey et 

al. (2003) explain that frequency is an important factor in grammatical acquisition. A lack 

of low frequency verb knowledge can be attributed to limited English vocabulary 

exposure in the home or community. Since SRT scoring does not credit children for 

correct verb tense if the verb is incorrect, this may affect accurate evaluation of a 

participant’s ability. Spontaneous language sample tasks, such as a story telling task, give 

credit for any past tense verb markers, regardless of the vocabulary used. To better 

understand the sensitivity of SRT, children’s spontaneous language sample 

grammaticality should be compared to SRT results. 

Noun Phrases 

All children began the intervention with medium to high accuracies on the noun 

phrase portion of the SRT. Those that started with medium accuracies made moderate 

gains since they were already performing at a high level (Figure 3). These results 

revealed that children had knowledge of noun phrases prior to the start of intervention. 
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Restrepo and Kruth (2001) found that a bilingual child with SLI produced errors on 

pronouns in English; however, only one pronoun error was made during SRT. Based on 

the present thesis results, it appears that English-dominant bilinguals with language and 

reading disorders use noun phrases with moderate to high accuracy. It is possible that 

SRT was not sensitive enough to measure typical noun phrase errors that occur in 

bilingual children. It would be important to consider how this compares to children’s 

spontaneous performance to determine how representative these findings are.  It may be 

necessary to use the more time consuming story telling task for the evaluation.  

Prepositional Phrase 

Most children began with low accuracies on the prepositional phrase portion of 

the SRT and made significant gains (Figure 4). This result was expected since 

prepositional phrases are an area of difficulty for Spanish-English bilingual children with 

SLI (Restrepo & Kruth, 2001). Based on these results, LLI appeared to have a positive 

impact on prepositional phrase accuracy in children with language or reading disorders. 

Participant Progress 

There are also individual differences in areas of progress. All children made 

progress in at least 1 morphosyntactic area taught during the intervention. These results 

imply that while there was overall progress throughout the intervention, children had 

different profiles of grammatical gains. It is possible that during intervention, bilingual 

children with LI can make progress, but are limited to one or two areas of 

morphosyntactic development.  
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Clinical Implications 

Increasing knowledge about beneficial intervention practices and establishing the 

best tools to measure progress can help clinicians provide effective treatment to a 

growing population of English-dominant bilinguals on their caseload. The findings in this 

thesis support the idea that a grammatical component is beneficial when included in a 

bilingual literacy intervention. Since the children made the highest gains in prepositional 

phrase repetition tasks, this appears to be a valuable skill to target during intervention. 

Irregular past tense verb forms may also be beneficial to focus on during intervention to 

increase the frequency of verb forms that do not occur in the ELL’s environment. 

SRT is useful because it is a simple tool that can measure progress in monolingual 

children with language impairment (Stokes et al., 2006). The present study showed 

similar findings for English-dominant bilingual children with language and reading 

disorders. However, SRT modifications are needed to account for ELL differences and LI 

deficits. Coady, Evans, & Kluender (2010) suggested that sentences used in SRT should 

be simple and familiar in order to account for vocabulary deficits in children from 

nonstandard language backgrounds. It is possible that the sentence probes consisted of 

too many high frequency verbs. While the verb tense portion of the SRT was too 

difficult, the noun phrase portion appeared to be too simple for ELLs with LI. Since 

pronouns are an area of difficulty for ELLs with LI, it is possible that the noun phrase 

portion of the SRT did not include enough opportunities to measure progress in this area. 

Another solution to progress monitoring would be to include a supplementary task such 

as a spontaneous language sample to provide more opportunities for ELLs to use 

grammatical markers taught during the intervention. A spontaneous language sample 

would also evaluate past tense verb usage without the need to adjust for vocabulary 

deficits.  
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Future Directions 

The current thesis used a small sample size over a short period of time. Only 4 out 

of 23 participants met the criteria of the thesis and received intervention over an 8 week 

period. This number does not seem to reflect the expanding number of bilinguals who are 

English-dominant. Future research should focus on more participants and consider the 

long-term effects of incorporating a grammatical component into literacy intervention.  
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